We study the finite-volume correction on the hadronic vacuum polarization contribution to the muon g-2 in lattice QCD at physical pion mass using two different volumes: (5.4 fm) 4 and (8.1 fm)
Introduction
The muon anomalous magnetic moment (g-2) is an essential observable for a rigorous test of the standard model (SM) of particle physics. The experimental value of the muon g-2, a E821 µ = 11 659 209.1(5.4)(3.3) × 10 −10 , has been measured more than a decade ago at BNL in the E821 experiment [1, 2] and currently exhibits a 3-4 σ tension with the SM theory prediction. Within the theory prediction the QED corrections are now known to 5-loop order [3] surpassing the precision of a (E821) µ by two orders of magnitude. The electroweak interaction contribution involving W ± , Z, and the Higgs is known one order-of-magnitude more precisely than a E821 µ . The theory uncertainty is currently dominated by the leading-order QCD contribution, i.e., the hadronic vacuum polarization (HVP) contribution. This contribution is typically extracted from e + e − →hadron [4] [5] [6] [7] or τ →hadron decays [8] [9] [10] [11] using a dispersion relation [12] [13] [14] [15] and currently has an uncertainty similar to the error of a E821 µ . A comparable uncertainty comes from the hadronic light-by-light contribution whose model-dependence is still under scrutiny [16] . To resolve the discrepancy between experiment and the SM calculation we need to reduce the uncertainties of both QCD contributions and the experiment. The upcoming experiments at Fermilab [17] and J-PARC [18] aim for a four-fold improvement over a E821 µ in the near future which makes a similar precision improvement of the HVP contribution of timely interest.
The current estimate of the leading order of hadronic contribution (HLO) to muon g-2 is a HLO µ = (693.3(2.5)×10 −10 for e + e − collision data and 688.9(3.5)×10 −10 for τ -decay data quoted from [15, 19, 20] . The determination from e + e − →hadrons(γ) cross sections [21] as a function of center-of-mass energy includes the QED effect in the hadron vertex and radiative correction of the final state [19] . On the other hand, lattice QCD, which is a rigorous computation from the first principle of QCD, is able to provide the pure QCD contribution to a hvp µ for the whole energy region, and its calculation is completely independent from the dispersive approach. Therefore a high-precision lattice QCD result is required for a cross-check of and potential improvement over the dispersive value.
Recently the lattice QCD community has made significant progress to improve the precision of a hvp µ . Starting from quenched QCD calculations [22, 23] , N f = 2 or 2+1 QCD calculations using various lattice fermion formulation and lattice parameters have been reported by several groups [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] and recent lattice QCD calculation with perturbative QED correction at physical pion mass is now available [33] . Currently, however, the precision of pure lattice calculations is about 5 times lower than of the dispersive approach. One major source of uncertainty in a lattice QCD evaluation of a hvp µ is the statistical noise of the Monte-Carlo method. In addition finite-volume (FV) correction for lattice size L ∼ 5-6 fm have been expected to be significant (see e.g. [33] ) and it then has been so-far only treated by an effective-field theory [34, 35] . An estimate of the FV correction with the pure lattice calculation is therefore highly desired to control systematic error in a lattice calculation for the desired precision.
In this paper, to study FV correction to a hvp µ in purely lattice QCD, we compare the connected HVP diagram between two volumes, L = 5.4 and 8.1 fm, at nearly physical pion (m π ≃ 0.14 GeV), which are corresponding to two variations of m π L = 3.8 and 5.8. Since the statistical noise of the infrared region should be significantly reduced to perform a rigorous test of FV effect, we utilize a highly-optimized AMA technique reported in [36] which can further improve the performance rather than the original proposals [37] [38] [39] . Our study also provides a test of usage of an effective-field theory for FV correction as used in [29, 31, 33] and cross-check from pure lattice calculation. This paper is organized as the followings. In section 2, we introduce the method to compute a hvp µ . Section 3 shows our setup for the numerical computation, and in section 4 we present numerical results on two different volumes. In section 5, we discuss on mass correction and the FV effect obtained by our numerical study. Finally, in section 6, we summarize this paper and discuss future extensions.
Lattice computation of a hvp µ
Since the lattice QCD calculation is defined in Euclidean space-time, a conventional representation of a hvp µ is as the integral of vacuum polarization function (VPF) Π(Q) with respect to Euclidean momentum squared Q 2 from zero to infinity,
which can be derived by analytic continuation from the original representation using time-like momentum q 2 (= −Q 2 ) [22, 40] . K E is a known QED kernel resulting from the needed one-loop computation and α e is a fine structure constant α e = 1/137.03599914.Π denotes the subtracted VPF at Q 2 = 0. For the lattice computation of a hvp µ , due to the non-zero lattice spacing and finite volume, we convert its integral to a finite momentum sum. In this paper we deal with the integral in Eq. (1) as the coordinate space-time summation of vector-vector current correlators on the lattice, in the so-called "time-momentum representation" (TMR) [41] .
We use the vector-vector current correlator at zero momentum in spatial direction i,
with local lattice current
and Z factor Z V = 0.95153(76)(1487), evaluated by the Schrödinger functional method [42] . We also use the conserved current
i.e., the point-split current that satisfies the Ward-Takahashi identity as also used in [25, 32, 43] .
In the TMR, a hvp µ in Eq.
(1) can be also represented as
as shown in [41] . On the lattice, the above becomes the summation of discretized C(t) multiplied withK(t) up to a half length of lattice temporal extension 1 . Setting the truncation bound of the sum to t cut < N t a/2 in an integral of Eq. 7, the lattice representation is
in which the expression ofK in Eq. (8) is substituted and the trapezoidal formula is used for numerical integral. We also note that the representation of Eq. (9) is not unique for finite lattice spacing. For example, if we use the sin functional form of lattice momentum,Q = 2a −1 sin(Q µ /2a), such a representation is changed to
where we useω = 2a −1 sin(aQ/2). The trivial difference between Eq. (9) and Eq. (11) 
Strategy to measure finite volume effect
In this paper, we numerically estimate the finite volume (FV) correction in the TMR directly at physical pion mass by comparing two volumes at the same cut-off scale. This allows us to remove uncertainties due to the chiral extrapolation ansatz [44] , which becomes the large contribution around physical pion extrapolated from unphysically heavy mass [32] . As we will see, pion masses on the two volumes are both very close to the physical mass, but there is a small difference between the two masses [45] . To clearly separate the FV effect from the effects from using a slightly different pion mass, we correct this small mass difference by adjusting the valence light quark mass as well as the sea quark mass via the reweighting technique [46] .
One practical issue in using the TMR is that in order to evaluate the t-integral one needs to precisely evaluate vector-vector current correlators at a large distance before the integrand at infrared regime is negligibly small. This is a concern since the lattice data is limited to |t| < N t a/2 and the statistical noise grows exponentially with time. One idea to carry out such an integral (time-slice summation) at large distance is to model the correlation function by multi-hadron state ansatz or parametrizations of rho meson decay [29, 32, 41] . The assumptions made may be more accurate when the pion mass is unphysically heavy or the size of the lattice box is small, but it is not clear how reliable these models are at physically light quark mass and large volume in which the rho meson becomes unstable and two-pion states become more dominant.
In addition, there are two different kinds of effects due to the finite four-dimensional volume. One effect is from the finite extent in the temporal direction, which causes the backward state propagation (BPS) due to the periodic boundary condition in time. Another, more complicated, effect is the finite spatial volume effects. To compare results in two different spatial volumes for large enough time extent, so that BPS effect is exponentially suppressed and becomes negligible, we extended the time extent, N t of a gauge configuration, U µ (x, t), by a factor of two by concatenating two identical lattices together in time direction,
which is identical to the utilization of combining the quark propagators with periodic and antiperiodic boundary condition in temporal direction onto vector-vector current correlator. By comparing the t-integral on the original lattice, U µ (x, t), and on the extended one, U ext µ (x, t), we will observe a significant effect of the BSP contribution to a hvp µ .
Lattice set-up and its parameter
In this paper, we use gauge configurations of non-perturbatively O(a) improved Wilson fermion in N f = 2 + 1 on stout smeared gauge action with β = 1.82 at physical point (see Table 1 ). PACS collaboration have generated it on two different volumes L/a = 64 and 96, corresponding to 5.4 fm 4 and 8.1 fm 3 , at a cut-off scale a −1 = 2.332 (18) [42, 47] .
In the measurement of vector-vector current correlator, we apply the AMA technique [37] [38] [39] to boost the statistical accuracy. AMA is defined with the master formula for the measurement of target observable O, which is vector-vector current correlator in this case, (4) 3.7 87
with covariant transformation g ∈ G under subset of its symmetry G. Here G corresponds to translational symmetry and its size is N G for approximation and N org for original. In [36] , one of the authors have developed the highly optimized AMA using SAP deflation preconditioning [48, 49] . From a knowledge of tuning parameter to reduce the computational cost of approximation in AMA, SAP deflation makes an achievement of the high performance in the measurement on PACS configurations compared to low-mode deflation (see Appendix A). Since for this study we need highly accurate lattice data of vector-vector current correlator in infrared region, we tune the parameter to generate the deflation field more efficiently in large time-slice. Using the limited number of gauge configurations to < 200, separating 10 (20) and 40 HMC trajectory in 64 4 (64 3 × 128) and 96 4 lattice ensembles respectively, we measure the approximation O (appx) g with the N G ∼ O(10 3 ) as different source points, and its total statistics is thus O(10 6 ) we can achieve. Note that in error analysis we use the 5 (2) jackknife bin size for 64 4 (64 4 × 128) lattice ensemble, in which autocorrelation is small when using more than 40 HMC trajectory in PACS configurations [47] . From the practical point of view, aiming for N G ∼ O(10 3 ), we tune the parameter of approximation to be small ∆r [37] [38] [39] , in which O (appx) and O (org) are strongly correlated, as ∆r N G /2 ∼ O(10 −4 ) for the scaling of statistical error close to 1/ √ N G . In Table 2 , we show the detail of parameters to generate approximation O (appx) in AMA on each gauge ensemble. In the computation of O AMA , we use a method with fixed number of iteration of General Conjugate Residual (GCR) solver with SAP deflation as used in [36] . In a generation of SAP deflation field, the domain block size, the number of SAP cycle n cy and the number of deflation vector are tuned as in Table 2 . SAP is used in not only preconditioning of GCR, but also generation of deflation field overlapping with low-mode dominance by smoothing technique (inexact deflation [49] ).
Numerical results

Analysis of vector-vector current correlator
First, we show the time-separation dependence of vector current two point correlation function, C(t), from short to long distance in Figure 1 . For the computation of a hvp µ using eq. (9), we need to know the precise value of C(t) in large t region. Our high-statistics result boosted by AMA method show a statistically significant signal beyond t = 2.7 fm, which is the longest temporal separation for our smaller 64 4 lattice, and it thus allows us to compare large t behavior of C(t) on different volumes.
It is also noteworthy that energy of (non-interacting) two light pions (m π ≃ 0.15 and 0.14 GeV) in our both gauge ensembles with large volumes (L=8.1 and 5.4 fm) is smaller than rho meson threshold : m ρ > E ππ > 2 m 2 π + (2π/L) 2 ≈ 0.42 and 0.54 GeV. In fact, the effective energy of C(t) in Figure 3 are clearly smaller than rho meson resonance energy, ≃ 770 MeV, at t > 1.2 fm.
Right panel of Figure 1 is a relative statistical error of correlation functions for each volume, which shows that the L/a = 96 errors are comparable with L/a = 64, even though the number of measurements in L/a = 96 is about 4 times smaller than L/a = 64. To see more details of such an error reduction for the larger volume, we plot the ratio of the two relative errors from L/a = 96 and L/a = 64 for the same number of measurements, 51,200 on 50 gauge configurations in Figure 2 . In this plot, error-bar is obtained from error-of-error analysis in which we compute the standard error of error from 10 sampling of standard deviations within 50 ensembles, i.e. splitting 10 of ensemble-errors obtained with 5 ensembles from 50 gauge ensembles. One can see that the ratio at t between 0.5 fm and 2 fm is close to the square-root of spatial volume ratio, 64 3 /96 3 ≃ 0.544. Beyond 2 fm, the relative error further decreases due to large statistical error of smaller lattice (64 4 ) in which the backward propagation state becomes significant as we will discuss in the next subsection. This statistical advantage on large lattice volume is an encouraging observation for HVP calculation 2 .
Computation of a hvp µ
In this section we present the volume dependence for the integrand of [a hvp µ ] lat (see Eq. (9)) and its time-slice summation. The integrand at time-slice t and time-slice summation up to t cut for the light quark contribution on each lattice volume is compared in Figure 4 . Light quark contribution [a
lat is a few percent magnitude due 2 While we don't have definite theoretical explanation as to this error reduction in large volume, the lighter pion mass for smaller box (64 4 ) would naturally cause this reduction. However this may be unlikely the explanation of the constant behavior seen at t ∈ [1 fm, 2 fm] in Figure 2 . As studied in [50] , the stability of spectral gap in Wilson type fermion in large volume may be other possibility. Further detail of such an error reduction using more larger lattice size at exactly same pion mass is much interesting. to its larger mass and 1/5 = (e s /e l ) 2 factor of electric charge ratio, see section 4.3). Compared between L/a = 96 and L/a = 64 lattice, the shape of its integrand is similar to each other until t = 1 fm, and it then appears that 64 4 lattice data is slightly larger than 96 4 lattice data at t ≃ 1.3 fm. In the right panel of Figure 4 , however, we observe its time-slice summation is not significantly different even at t cut = 2.5 fm. It means there is not so large FV effect on L/a = 64, which is similar order of magnitude to its statistical fluctuation. To robustly estimate the magnitude of FV effect between L/a = 64 and L/a = 96, we take into account the correction of its mass difference, 146 MeV (L/a = 96) and 139 MeV pion (L/a = 64) as shown in section 5. In order to observe the appearance of BSP into the integrand and its time-slice summation, we compare two sizes of temporal extension on L/a = 64 lattice, one is the original size as T /a = 64 and another is the extended one as T /a = 128, in Figure 5 . From t ≈ 2.4 fm, the BSP contribution to the integrand significantly appears, and time-slice summation is then maximally affected by BSP about 4% contribution at t cut = 2.6 fm. To avoid the unwanted contribution to BSP on T /a = 64 lattice, t cut = 2 fm is safe.
As in Figure 6 , showing the difference between L/a = 96 and L/a = 64 lattice at light quark flavor, the integrand is excellently consistent until t = 1 fm. From t = 1 fm to 2 fm, slightly negative discrepancy appears, while it is less than 10×10 −10 for [a hvp µ ] l lat at t cut ≈ 2 fm. At t > 2 fm on T /a = 64, since there is a significant appearance of BSP as positive effect, which has been observed in Figure 5 , the discrepancy between data of T /a = 64 and T /a = 128 also appears. Note that, as mentioned before, discrepancy between data of 96 4 and 64 4 lattice ensembles may be due to not FV effect but a mass correction to slight pion mass difference ∼7 MeV between two ensembles. Compared to the leading order of chiral perturbation theory (ChPT) [34, 44] , which indicates that integrand increases from heavy to light mass (m π = 146 MeV→ 139 MeV), while decreases from large to small volume (L/a = 96 → 64), such a discrepancy becomes small by the cancellation of both effects. In Figure 6 and after, we present the comparison with ChPT on the corresponding box sizes. One can see that the discrepancy of [a 64 4 lattice ensembles slightly differs from ChPT lines including those signs, besides it is mostly overlapping with 1-σ statistical error bar. Later further comparison will discuss after analysis of mass difference on the same volume and volume difference on the same mass with extrapolation using mass-reweighted lattice data. Note that ChPT line at t > 2 fm with T /a = 64 has negative curvature due to BSP effect, which is consistent behavior with lattice data.
Upper and lower bound
Here we estimate the bound of [a hvp µ ] l lat should be satisfied at t cut as argued in [30, 31, 33, 51] . The upper-bound under the assumption of free two-pion state dominance is given as, where E ππ represents the energy of free two-pion state, E ππ = 2 m 2 π + (2π/L) 2 . In fact, one can see from Figure 3 the effective mass of vector-vector current correlator is still above E ππ even at t > 1.5 fm, and so that using the integrand switched to the single exponential function with E ππ after t = t cut , Eq. (14) is a restricted upper-bound for a hvp µ in time-slice summation. On the other hand, the lower bound we take is two forms,
e −mρt e −mρtcut + e −mρ(T −tcut) W t (t). (16) The first lower-bound in Eq. (15) is consistent with [a hvp µ ] lat since we know the remnant integral from t cut to infinity is positive contribution. Otherwise, the second lower-bound in Eq. (16), consists of the exponential function with the rho mass (0.775 GeV) from t > t cut , which is same form as the upper-bound of Eq. (14) instead of E ππ . The second one is more restricted bound, since additional contribution of rho state is taken into account compared to the first lower-bound, and our lattice data which presents the lower exponent of vector-vector current correlator than the rho mass at t > 1 fm in Figure 3 actually shows that this lower bound is reasonable for our data. Figure 7 shows such a lower-and upper-bound on two lattice volumes, L/a = 96 and L/a = 64 lattices. At t cut ≈ 3 fm, two bounds become consistent within 1 σ statistical error. Since the statistical error of upper-bound is larger than two lower-bounds due to rather large fluctuation of C(t cut ), the upper-bound at t cut ≈ 3.0 fm is regarded as a possible range of [a is consistent within 1-σ statistical error. One can see two regions are mostly overlapping. 
Strange quark contribution
Since our gauge ensembles have the different sea strange mass on 96 4 and 64 4 (see in Table 1 ), the strange quark contribution to muon g-2 should be more significant due to its mass correction than FV effect. In Figure 8 , we plot both data of [a lat on 96 4 is 6-7% smaller than 64 4 lattice, besides a contribution of such a discrepancy to total muon g-2 is minor, actually whose magnitude is less than 0.5%.
Mass correction and finite volume effect
As mentioned before, on 96 4 lattice ensemble there is ≈7 MeV pion mass difference from 64 4 lattice which will be affected in the FV effect of [a hvp µ ] l lat , and so that to estimate such an effect we compare [a hvp µ ] l lat and its integrand with shifted sea quark mass as well as valence quark by reweighting onto 135 MeV pion on 64 4 lattice (see those lattice parameters in Table 1 ). As shown in Figure 9 , the correction of different pion mass is as slightly positive shift of [a hvp µ ] l lat and its integrand also increases when pion mass decreases. Compared to partially quenched case, the error of reweighting factor becomes dominant contribution, especially for short time-slice, while in long time-slice its error is comparable with each other since statistical fluctuation is large in both cases. At large time-slice over t = 2 fm on T /a = 64, one can see that the BSP effect significantly appears in the comparison with extended temporal length T /a = 128. The mass correction to [a
lat is evaluated as (4 ± 12) × 10 −10 referred to Figure 9 at t cut = 3 fm in 64 3 × 128 lattice. Compared to the leading order of ChPT, such a mass correction to [a
lat is consistent with lattice data for both integrand and its time-slice summation within 1-σ statistical error even in short time-slice.
As presented in [32] , they showed the strong growth of a To estimate FV correction between 96 4 and 64 4 at the same pion mass, we first evaluate a linearly extrapolated data into 146 MeV pion on L/a = 64 lattice ensemble using two data of 139 MeV pion and 135 MeV pion, and we then take a difference between L/a = 96 and L/a = 64 in 146 MeV pion. In Figure 10 , we show such a comparison with different volume. One can see that the difference between data on 64 4 lattice in 139 MeV pion and 96 4 lattice in 146 MeV pion is canceled by the contribution of mass correction in Figure 9 , and as this result the FV effect is consistently zero within statistical error. Conservatively, we refer the magnitude of FV correction as the result of volume difference at t cut =3 fm of cross-symbol in Figure 10 where the BSP effect is negligible and t cut dependence becomes minor, and the FV effect of [a
light lat on L = 5.4 fm is then regarded as (10±26)×10 −10 , which corresponds to 1 ± 4% for dispersive estimate of a hvp µ ≈ 700 × 10 −10 . We also plot the ChPT line in Figure 6 . Although lattice estimate is still consistent with ChPT within 1-σ statistical error, the central value on both lattice sizes is slightly over the ChPT line. To do more clear comparison, high statistics data on larger lattice size than L = 8 fm at exactly same quark mass as 64 4 lattice ensemble are needed, in particular for infrared region.
Summary
This paper presents the study of finite volume (FV) correction for the connected diagram of hadronic vacuum polarization contribution to muon g-2 from the direct comparison with two volumes, L = 5.4 fm and 8.1 fm, in purely lattice QCD, which is an independent way from the other lattice studies [29, 31, 33] . At the physical pion, we estimate the FV correction in timemomentum representation (TMR) method using time-slice summation of vector-vector current correlator. Using the high-statistics lattice data boosted by all-mode-averaging (AMA) method, we obtain that the light quark contribution to [a (17) is obtained in Eq. (14) and (16) . In our study, compared to the estimate of the leading order of ChPT, there is no observation of significant discrepancy and it is then consistent within 1-σ statistical error, although statistical fluctuation is still large. Here we also have a concern of the uncertainty due to truncation of integral in TMR using finite t cut , in which we expect FV correction becomes significantly large after t cut . In order to completely remove such an uncertainty, the infinite volume limit at the physcal pion is necessary to realize [a hvp µ ] lat at t cut → ∞ in TMR. This will be done by using one more large lattice ensemble generated by PACS collaboration in the future.
Furthermore there are several systematics which has not been taken into account. First, since there is only one lattice cut-off scale on this ensemble, the lattice artifact effect involved into a hvp µ can not be measured directly. We try to partially estimate it by comparison with the representation of [ã hvp µ ] lat in Eq. (11). On such a way, lattice artifact correction appears in short time-slice, especially at t/a = 1, and for the integral it thus affects constant shift. The magnitude of shift for [a
(1) which is roughly 2% effect for total light flavor contribution. Note that this difference is only a consequence of discretized space-time on finite lattice spacing. The other lattice artifact caused by chiral symmetry breaking in Wilson-clover fermion should be estimated in the future using larger cutoff scale. Second, as mentioned before, this is a calculation of only connected diagram, and the disconnected piece as SU(3) flavor symmetry breaking in electromagnetic current is other missing factor in our analysis. Although several papers [30, 32, 52] for computation of the disconnected piece in lattice QCD have reported a negative contribution to a hvp µ as 1.5%, it will be tested on this ensemble in the next work.
The future generation of several gauge ensembles with one more large volume and fine lattice spacing in PACS collaboration enables us to provide the final result in lattice QCD by simultaneously taking the infinite volume and continuum limit.
A Performance test of AMA with SAP deflation
In this appendix, we present the numerical test of AMA performance with two deflation methods; low-mode deflation and SAP deflation. For low-mode deflation, we compute the single-precision low-mode of Wilson-clover kernel by the Lanczos procedure with Chebychev acceleration (see in [39] ). On 96 4 PACS configurations, we have 750 low-modes as 10 −8 accuracy, and conjugate gradient (CG) method is used to obtain O (org) and O (appx) . Its approximation having the similar correlation, to be ∆ r ≃ O(10 −4 ), is generated by 600 CG iteration with low-mode projection. Using SAP deflation, the approximation is obtained with the same parameters as in Table 2 .
From Figure 11 , one can clearly see the computational cost for generation of deflation field is much reduced by factor 70, and also the cost of quark propagator (12 times iterative solver is performed) using GCR with SAP deflation is 9 times for exact and 3 times for approximation smaller than the case using 600 CG iteration with low-mode deflation. Totally the computational time of AMA with SAP deflation is reduced by factor 3 and more. We note that, for lowmode deflation, once we obtain low-mode vector, it enables us to recycle this data by loading from disk storage to construct the low-mode projection matrix without additional cost of the little Dirac solver during iterative process as in SAP deflation [49] , however for large size of lattice, as we demonstrated in 96 4 , storing 750 eigenmodes, 6 TB disk space is needed per configuration. It turns out to be disk-consumed scheme. Furthermore, increasing the lattice size, since the number of low-mode for deflation increases because of densely near zero mode, low-mode deflation computed by each low-lying eigenmode by Lanczos algorithm will require huge computation resource, for instance memory size and disk space to store eigenmode.
On the other hand, SAP deflation has totally negligible cost for the generation of deflation field, and it thus does not need to store deflation field into disk-space instead computation of deflation field at each time before doing quark solver. It has an advantage to reduce the space of disk-storage. In addition, as pointed out in [36] , since SAP deflation can use N s local deflation fields by domain-decomposition of Dirac operator onto SAP block size, total memory size to store the deflation field is reduced by O(10). This is also advantage to reduce the requirement of memory size. Figure 12 shows the strong scaling of SAP deflation + GCR on K computer accommodated in RIKEN-CCS. One can see the performance for both generation of SAP deflation field and GCR with deflation projection has the strong scaling from 512 nodes to 1024 nodes. We also compare the performance of SAP deflation + GCR with conventional method, which is BiCGStab solver without deflation used in [47] . Even including the overhead to generate the deflation field, SAP deflation + GCR has more than 3 times better performance than conventional method. In the measurement, O(10 3 ) two-point functions per configuration are needed, so that the elapsed time of quark solver is eventually dominated. Ignoring the time for generation of deflation field, GCR with SAP deflation projection can gain 6 times speed-up. Furthermore AMA can reduce such a solver time by factor 5 and more, and it thus gains more than 30 times speed-up compared to conventional one. The comparison of elapsed time in three cases for AMA process; generation of deflation field, computation of quark propagator in exact precision 10 −10 of residual norm and in the approximation. In the approximation, we compare computational time for N G = 64, which is the number of different source locations. We perform this test on HOKUSAI, in which the Fujitsu FX100 CPU chips having 32 cores per node are equipped. SAP deflation result is on 128 nodes, while low-mode deflation result is used as the scaled one from 256 nodes to 128 nodes assuming the strong scaling. 
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